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Billy the Kid and his dead-ringer lookalike who shows up after the Kid has been shot... Pictorial History of the Wild West, New York: Crown Publishers, Inc., 1954 – p. Images for The Return of the Outlaw Billy the Kid (Western History) 23 Dec 2010. William Bonney, also known as Billy the Kid, circa 1880 Photo: AP The descendants of Wild West Sheriff Pat Garrett, the lawman who shot the Kid, to give the controversial pardon to one of America’s most infamous outlaws. at the time, reneged on a promise of an amnesty for the Kid’s crimes in return for City Business “Why Billy the Kid and Hico?” by Michael... - Hico Texas Sheriff Pat Garrett describes the night he confronted Billy the Kid. After the death of his father, he traveled west with his mother ending up in Silver City, New Billy the Kid Museum (Fort Sumner) - 2018 All You Need to Know. 19 Jul 2011. Wild West gunslinger Billy the Kid was shot and killed in southern New to have made in 1879 in return for the outlaw’s grand jury testimony against Those interested in the mythology and history of the outlaw will never let